We use the conformal invariance of planar Brownian motion to present a class of functions under which the Cauchy distribution is invariant. We then use this invariance to explain why one obtains the Cauchy distribution when trying to use Newton's method on the function f (x) = x 2 + 1.
Introduction
In [PW67] , it was noticed that if X has a standard Cauchy distribution and the finite or infinite sum G(z) = az − −1 G(X) also has a standard Cauchy distribution. Later, [Let77] gave a full characterization of measurable functions mapping R to R which preserve the set of all Cauchy distributions. The proof of [PW67] was very simple. They directly calcultated the characteristic function for G(X), when X is a standard Cauchy, to be Ee itG(X) = e −|tw| , w = a + b + n b n a 2 n + 1 by using a contour integral. The proof in [Let77] was also not difficult, but is again based on complex-analytic methods. In this note, we present a result of the type described above, namely the invariance of the standard Cauchy law under a simple class of functions. However, we believe our proof to be very intuitive to probabilists. We then present two applications of this result. The first application, in Section 3.1, concerns Newton's method: when one tries in vain to find real roots of x 2 +1, one will end up with a Cauchy distribution (this fact was pointed out to us by D. Khoshnevisan).
The next application of Cauchy invariance is to obtain invariant maps for other distributions. We illustrate this in Section 3.2 by finding an invariant map for the hyperbolic secant distribution.
Invariance of the Cauchy distribution
We begin with a proof of the invariance of the Cauchy distribution, for which we require a very well-known result regarding the hitting distribution of R for a standard planar Brownian motion started at i ∈ C. This result can be found for instance at [Fel08, VI.2 Example (f)]. We include a proof (which we have not previously seen in the literature) for completeness.
Proposition 1 (Cauchy law for Brownian exit of C + ). Let (B t ) t≥0 be a complexvalued Brownian motion starting at i. If T is the exit time of (B t ) t≥0 from the upper half plane, then the distribution of B T is the standard Cauchy law.
Proof. We use the optional stopping theorem to compute the characteristic function of B T . Let θ ≥ 0 be given. Since z → e iθz is analytic, (e iθBt ) t≥0 is a complex martingale, and so is (e iθBt∧T ) t≥0 . As ℜ[iθB t∧T ] ≤ 0, we have |e iθBt∧T | ≤ 1, and so (e iθBt∧T ) t≥0 is uniformly integrable. Thus, by the optional stopping theorem, 
This shows that the characteristic function of B T is e −|θ| , so we conclude that B T has the standard Cauchy law.
We will also make use of the following theorem of Lévy, whose statement is taken from [Mar18] .
Theorem 2 (Lévy's conformal invariance theorem). Let f be analytic and nonconstant on a domain U , and let a ∈ U . Let B t be a Brownian motion starting at a, and T a stopping time such that the set of Brownian paths {B t : 0 ≤ t ≤ T } lie within U a.s. Then the process f (B t ) stopped at T is a time-changed Brownian motion.
Using Theorems 1 and 2, we can provide a sufficient condition for a map R → R to preserve the standard Cauchy law.
Theorem 3 (Invariant maps of the Cauchy distribution). Let f be analytic and nonconstant on a domain containing the upper half plane C + and R \ L, where L is a countable closed subset of R. Assume that Proof. Let B t be a Brownian motion starting at i. We can safely assume that B t avoids L. Let T be the time B t hits R for the first time. Then T is the time f (B t ) hits R for the first time. By Theorem 2, f (B t ) is a time-changed Brownian motion. Since f (B t ) also starts at i, we see that f (B T ) has the standard Cauchy law. Since the law of f (B T ) should be the pushforward of the distribution of
An analytic function f : C + → C + is said to be inner if for Lebesgue-almost every x ∈ R the limit lim y→0+ f (x + iy) exists and is real. It is possible to prove the following slightly refined version of Theorem 3; see [Let77] .
Theorem 4 (Letac). If f : C + → C + is inner and f (i) = i, then the pushforward of the standard Cauchy law under the map R → R given by
is again the standard Cauchy law.
3 Applications of Cauchy invariance 3.1 Trying to find an imaginary root using Newton's method
In this subsection we show that when one tries to use Newton's method to find real roots of x 2 + 1, one will asymptotically end up with a Cauchy distribution. Recall that Newton's method finds real roots of a differentiable f finds by using a sequence of approximations which are trying to successively get closer to a root. Starting with an arbitrary initial guess x 0 , Newton's method computes the next approximation using
while hoping that we would never have f ′ (x n ) = 0. For x 2 + 1, Newton's method computes the approximations using
where ϕ : R \ {0} → R is given by the Boole transformation
If we let N := {x ∈ R : ϕ n (x) is undefined for some n ∈ N} , then N is countable, and ϕ maps R \ N into itself. Restrict the domain and codomain of ϕ to R \ N .
Proposition 5 (Newton's method applied to x 2 +1). For Lebesgue-almost every x ∈ R \ N and for any measurable function f : R → R such that f (t)/(1 + t 2 ) is integrable, we have
dt.
In particular, for Lebesgue-almost every x ∈ R \ N , we have
Remark. Newton's method has several variants such as a trapezoidal-Newton's method or Simpson-Newton's method, to which the above proposition also applies. One simply replaces ϕ by
All the arguments in the proof of the proposition can then be extended to the map ψ. In order to prove the proposition, we make use of Birkhoff's ergodic theorem and the ergodicity of ϕ. The ergodicity of ϕ is well-known, but for completeness we include an argument here. We first consider a related map on S 1 , namely z → −z 2 , and show that this map on S 1 is ergodic.
Lemma 6 (Ergodicity of the doubling map). Assume that S 1 is equipped with the usual measure, whose total measure is 2π. The map ρ : S 1 → S 1 given by ρ(z) := −z 2 is ergodic.
Proof. Assume that A ⊂ S 1 is a measurable set with 1 ρ −1 (A) = 1 A a.s. Let 1 A (z) = n∈Z c n z n where the infinite summation is in the L 2 sense. It is not difficult to see that
again in the L 2 sense. Since 1 ρ −1 (A) = 1 A a.s., the coefficients of the two series must match, and so c 2n = (−1) n c n for each n ∈ Z. Since |c n | = |c 2n | = |c 4n | = · · · and lim n→∞ c n = lim n→−∞ c n = 0, we have c n = 0 for all n = 0. Thus 1 A must be constant a.s., and this shows that ρ is ergodic.
Using Lemma 6, we now prove that ϕ is ergodic. Let C + be the upper half plane, and D the unit open disk. Let F : C + ∪R → D\{−1} and G : D\{−1} → C + ∪ R be defined by
Then F and G are inverses to each other.
Lemma 7 (Ergodicity of the Boole transformation). Let R \ N be equipped with the standard Cauchy law. Then the map
is ergodic.
Proof. Let D := F (R \ N ). Restrict the domains and codomains of F and G by
Assume that A ⊂ R \ N is a measurable set with 1 ϕ −1 (A) = 1 A a.s. Since F and G map measure-zero sets to measure-zero sets, we have
By Lemma 6, the measure of F (A) should be either 0 or 1, and therefore the measure of A is either 0 or 1. This shows that ϕ is ergodic.
Proof of Proposition 5. Note that ϕ(i) = i. Also, if z ∈ C + , then 1/z ∈ −C + , and thus −1/z ∈ C + . Therefore,
and ϕ maps C + into itself. Thus, by Theorem 3, with L = {0}, we have that ϕ preserves the standard Cauchy law.
Equip R \ N with the standard Cauchy probability measure
We proved above that the map ϕ is measure-preserving and ergodic. Thus, the desired conclusion follows from the ergodic theorem (see for instance, [Dur10, Theorem 7.2.1]).
Invariance of the hyperbolic secant distribution
Invariant maps of the Cauchy distribution can also be used to find functions that preserve distributions other than the Cauchy, for instance [PY04] applies this theorem to find a family of rational maps under which the arc-sine law is invariant. Here we find a measurable function h : R → R under which the pushforward of the distribution 1 2 sech( π 2 x) dx, which is known as the sech distribution, is again the sech distribution. We need the following fact, the method of proof of which is similar to what was used to deduce the Cauchy distribution as the exit distribution of a half-plane. Proof. We again use the optional stopping theorem to compute the characteristic function of B T . Let θ ≥ 0 be given. Since z → e θz is holomorphic, M t = (e θBt ) t≥0 is a martingale, and it is bounded on {−1 < Re(z) < 1} since |M t | = e θRe(Bt) ≤ e |θ| . Thus, by the optional stopping theorem,
By symmetry, E[e θRe(BT ) ] = e θ +e −θ 2 = cosh θ, and furthermore the random variables Re(B T ) and Im(B T ) are independent so that the final expectation factors. From this we obtain E[e iθIm(BT ) ] = sech(θ), and inverting the Fourier transform gives the result.
Let
A := (R \ {0}) + iπ/2 and B := (R \ {0}) − iπ/2, and F : A ∪ B → R \ {−1, 0, 1} be given by
Then F maps the sech law on A ∪ B to the standard Cauchy distribution on R \ {−1, 0, 1}. Here, by the sech law on A ∪ B we mean the arithmetic mean of the sech law on the real part of A and the sech law on real part of B. By Theorem 3, the Boole-type 1 transformation
preserves the standard Cauchy law. Thus, it follows that
where the standard branch of log is chosen, preserves the sech law. We have
2 .
In order to obtain a function which maps R \ {0} to R using f , we set g(x) := ℜf (x + iπ/2) for which we have
It is convenient to rescale this to obtain Proposition 9 (An invariant map for the sech law). The distribution
Proof. Note that h is an even function. So it is enough to show that the pushforward of the sech law under h −1 : R → (0, ∞) is two times the restriction of the sech law to (0, ∞). Indeed, the density of the pushforward of the sech law under h −1 is
As an aside, we may also use the method used above to find the exit distributions of a half-plane and strip to give a new proof of a result from [BFY07] , which was also proved there by a different argument involving planar Brownian motion. Proof. The function z → e iλ 2 π Log(z) is holomorphic and bounded on {Re(z) > 0}, where Log(z) = ln |z| + iArg(z) and Arg is the principal branch of the argument function (taking values in (−π, π) on {Re(z) > 0}). Thus, if (B t ) t≥0 is a complex-valued Brownian motion starting at 1 and T is the time at which B t exits {Re(z) > 0}, then e 
